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5. Teacher's Comments (English)
________________________________________________________

 00:00:00 This class is the first period of the day. The class is taught to the eighth-grade
havo/vwo. It takes about three weeks to complete a chapter: week one for the five
sections; week two for the additional, mixed and advanced exercises; and week three for
the quiz and the exam. Students work in groups of at least three and not more than four.
They have study planners that indicate when they have to do what for each class
throughout the whole semester, so they can always continue working without me having
to tell them what they have to work on during a particular lesson. Students can be
working ahead or behind, which I allow to a certain extent. That is their own
responsibility. If students fall behind too much and their performance goes down, I will
start checking more strictly. Students who are working ahead can, if they want,
complete additional materials.

 00:00:04 Students have an answer-booklet that they can always use. Not only for checking but
also possibly to assist them in solving the problem. Not all students use the booklet, not
even to check their answers. They ought to make more use of it.

 00:00:07 The classroom ought to have a good atmosphere for students to be able to ask questions,
and to indicate if they don't understand something.

 00:00:26 The bell is for the end of class as well as the start of class. Students come one by one,
usually as a whole class, but not now since this is the first period of the day. At 8:25 the
first bell goes off to let the students know that they have to go to their classrooms and
the second bell at 8:30 is the signal that class has actually begun. Students who are late
have to obtain a note.

 00:00:44 Students often forget to bring their notebook or book. Students who do that too often are
penalized ( they have to copy a summary), but it is not such a big problem since they all
have to work together anyway within their small groups.

 00:02:12 Students from another class I teach stop by because they don't know where they have
class.

 00:03:11 At the beginning of class I briefly discuss a kind of general lesson itinerary because a
lot of the students find this topic to be very difficult, since solving for variables is very
abstract. During the year, I will review a lot more to give them a good understanding of
the topic.

 00:04:30 I expect of all the students that they start working independently, and if necessary, with
assistance of other students in their group. I walk around to help the students. Generally,
students should first ask fellow group members a question before being allowed to ask
me. This way I can explain a question to more students at the same time or I don't need
to explain at all because students are able to work through it themselves. If a student has
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to explain something, I think they learn the most, because to be able to explain
something, you have to really understand the topic. I don't always succeed in getting
students to ask each other questions because they tend to be working on different
exercises.

 00:10:50 Students can solve the brackets using three different methods: calculating the surface
area, using a table, or using the FOIL method. The first two methods are taught in that
order, the last one is not shown in the book, but I teach that one to them myself.

 00:19:50 Students ask if they are allowed to come to a "Dalton hour" during the third period. The
Maurick College is a Dalton school. This means that instead of three instructional math
lessons, there are only two instructional math lessons per week. This holds true for all
the subjects. Every day the third and fifth period are "Dalton hours" during which the
students can choose what class and which instructor they want to sit in on. Students
who are, for instance, weak in math, can choose to go to two "Dalton hours" per week
for additional math instruction. A good student in math can choose to attend more
language classes. As long as the students are doing well, they are free to choose.
Weaker students will be guided by their counselor. Every "Dalton hour" allows a
maximum of 10 students to make reservations, the spaces that remain are free for all.

 00:20:21 Every lesson I will publicly discuss a problem or section of theory at least once, but I
want the students to discover and experience the math as much as possible on their own
without me doing it for them, so I limit the explaining to as little as possible. I always
involve students in the discussion; this allows these students to see what the math
segment is about and also to keep them alert by involving them in the explanation. If
students want to continue on working, that is also allowed, but silently, so that they
don't disturb me and classmates.

 00:32:12 Students generally don't work on other subjects during my math class; if they were to
ask me, they would be allowed to during the last five minutes. They are allowed to work
on French class at the end of this lesson.

 00:34:26 Normally a chapter is completed with an exam at the end but not with this chapter.
After this next chapter is exam week during which two chapters will be tested.

 00:36:49 I don't expect the students to be working the whole 45 minutes of the lesson on math
only; students know they are allowed to discuss other things. But they do have to
complete several math exercises during class, although I am more concerned that they
do not disturb the other students. Furthermore, the students have to decide for
themselves when they will work on the problems, during the lesson, in the "Dalton
hours", or at home, as long as it is done. I put a lot of responsibility upon the students.
Sometimes they have trouble handling that, but I think that is a part of their learning
process.
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